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Abstract— Key logging or keyboard catching is the action of 

copy (or logging) the keys hit on a keyboard, normallyin a 

private way so that the distinct utilizing the keyboardis 

insensible that their doings are being observed. It similarly 

has remarkablyreliable uses in inquiries ofhuman-computer 

interaction.We show how cautious visualization summary 

can advance the security as well as the suitability 

ofauthentication. We propose two visual 

authenticationprotocols: one is a one-time-password 

protocol, and the otheris a password-based authentication 

protocol. Our approach for honest arrangement: we had the 

capacity attain to an anomalous state of ease of use while 

satisfyingrigorous securitynecessities. 
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Acousticanalysis, Visual Authentication, Security          

I. INTRODUCTION 

Authentication systems are situated at the edge of human 

and computer interaction (HCI). The safekeeping and 

usability problemsupsetting these systems have 

significanteffects on the total security of applications using 

them. The global security of an authentication process is 

provided by two isolated components: the authentication 

interface and the authentication protocol as shown in Fig.1. 

 
Fig. 1: Authentication Systems Security 

The authentication interface embodies the point of 

interaction among the users and the authentication 

procedure, i.e., authentication boundaries are what the user 

understands. Authentication interfaces are analysed together 

from the security viewpoint (e.g., malware, brute-force 

attacks) and the usability viewpoint (e.g., user 

demographics, hardware restrictions). The hazardexemplary 

for these systems should comprise usability issues as 

difficult-to-use interfaces may strength users into avoiding 

some of the security, and harshlyfading the actual security 

Fig.2. 

 

Fig. 2: Effective Security 

There are some authentication boundaries, such as 

text-based authentication, where the authentication 

boundary’seffect on security is negligible. In these cases the 

security of the system is typicallyreliant on the 

authentication protocol, used to dependablybring the 

password to the authentication server. Additional 

authentication restrictions, such as those used in multi-factor 

or graphical authentication have a superiorinfluence on the 

complete security of the system.Keyloggers are a generous 

of malware that malignantly track customer data from the 

comforttrying to recover individual and private information. 

Rising machine use for vital business and individual doings 

using the Internet that ledpossible treatment of keylogging 

elementary. Cybercriminals have fantasynumerousagendas 

to acquire sensitive information from our endpoint devices. 

On the supplementary hand, uncommon of them are as 

effective as keystroke logging. 

 Keystroke logging, normally called keylogging, is 

the grip of stamp characters. The data caught can include 

report content, passwords, user ID's, and other 

possiblysensitive bits of information. Using this method, an 

attacker can get essential data without breaking into a 

covered database or file server.To alleviate the keylogger 

attack, simulated or onscreen keyboards with arbitrary 

keyboard preparations are extensively used in exercise. Both 

techniques, by reorganizing alphabets arbitrarily on the 

buttons, can irritate simple keyloggers. Awkwardly, the 

keylogger, which has switch over the complete PC, can 

easily seizure every event and deliver the video buffer to 

make a mapping among the clicks and the new alphabet. 

In this paper, we validate how visualization can 

improve not only security but also usability by suggesting 

two visual authentication protocols: one for password-based 

authentication, and the other for one-time-password. 

1) Two protocols for authentication that employ 

visualization by means of increased reality to 

deliver together high security and high usability. 

2) Prototype carrying out in the method of Android 

applications which validate the usability of our 

protocols in practical deployment settings. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

To the paramount of our vision, our protocols are the chief 

of their kind to apply visualization for improving security 

and simplicity of use of authentication protocols allowing to 

the path stated in this paper. A carefully connected vein of 

research is faith founding for group communication using 

perceptive capabilities. Examples of such works contain 

SPATE [3], GAnGS [1], and Safe Slinger [2]. 

  None of these works habit visualization as stated in 

this work, although they deliver primitives for 

authentication users and creating trust. Alternative closely 

related work is ―Seeing-is-Believing (SiB) [3] (extended in 

[4]), which usages visual channels of 2D barcodes to attack 

the man-in-the-middle attack in device pairing. However we 

utilize analogous tools by means of the 2D barcodes for 

information symbol, and the visual channel for cooperating 

this information, our protocols are additionalgeneral than 

those suggested in [3]. 

  Our protocols are custom-made to the problem 

settings in hand, e-banking, with a dissimilarfaith and attack 

model than that used in [3]—which effects into 

dissimilarguarantees. Tostop against phishing, Parno et al. 

recommended the usage of trusted devices to achieveshared 

authentication and remove reliance on faultless user 

behavior [5]. Slightly affected upon in this paper are 

keyloggers as potential attacks for authorizationsrobbery, 

which are informed in [6], and supplementary malwares 

which are informed in [7]. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM MODEL 

Our scheme typical contains of four dissimilar entities (or 

participants), which are a user, a smartphone, a user’s 

terminal, and a server. 

A. Trust and Attacker Models 

First, we take up that the channel among the server and the 

user’s terminal is secured with an SSL connection, which is 

in detail a very truthful assumption in utmost electronic 

banking systems. Second, we take up that the server is 

secured by every means and is resistant to each attack by the 

attacker; hence the attacker’s concern is not breaking into 

the server but confronting the user. Lastly, with respect to 

the keylogger attack, we take up that the keylogger always 

exist in on the terminal. As per for the attacker model, we 

assume a malicious attacker with high inducements of 

breaking the security of the system. 

The attacker is proficient of responsibilityfor some of the 

following: 

 Generally attacker has a full control over the 

terminal. Thus, – Though exist in a user’s terminal, 

the attacker can seizure user’s authorizations such 

as a password, a private key, and OTP (one time 

password) symbolic string. 

 The attacker can deceive a user by screening 

agenuine-looking page that actually handovers 

moneyto the attacker’s account with the captured 

authorizations that she obtained from the 

compromised terminal. 

 Otherwise, just after a user successfully gets 

authenticatedwith a legal credential, the attacker 

can takeover theauthentic session. 

 The attacker is skilled of generating a fake server to 

introducephishing or pharming attacks. 

Designed for the smartphone in Protocol 1, we 

undertake that it iscontinuously trusted and resistant to 

negotiation, which means nomalware can be mounted on it. 

Notice that this supposition isin link with other rules made 

on the smartphone’s reliability when used in related 

protocols to personspresentin this paper [8], [9], [10]. We, 

conversely, reminder that soothingthis supposition still 

could deliver a certain neck and neck of securitywith 

Protocol 2.  

Protocol 2 uses two issues (password andthe 

smartphone), and therefore, the assumption can be 

comfortable sothat not only the terminal but also 

smartphone could be cooperated (one of them at a time but 

―not both together‖). In our protocols, we also assume 

several cryptographicprimitives. For instance, in all 

protocols, we undertake thata user has a couple of 

public/private keys used for messagevalidation and 

verification.  

In Protocol 1, we undertake that theserver has the 

ability of generating one time pads, used forauthentication. 

In Protocol 2, we undertake users have passwordsused for 

their authentication.For instance, with utmost 

bankingservices, the use of digital certificates delivered by 

the bankis very common. Additionally, the use of such 

cryptographicauthorizations and keeping them on a 

smartphone does notneed any technical related at the user 

side, and is matchedfor wide change of users. 

B. Linear and Matrix Barcodes: 

A barcode is an optical machine-readable drawingof data, 

and it is widely used in our everydaylifecyclemeanwhile itis 

close to all types of goods for identification. In acasing, 

barcodes are chiefly two kinds: 

1) Linear barcodes and 

2) Matrix (or two dimensional, also known as 2D) 

barcodes. 

Even though linear barcodes—shown in Figure 

3(a)—have a partialcapacity, which rest on on the coding 

method used thatcan range from 10 to 22 characters, 2D 

barcodes—shown inFigure 3(b) and Figure 3(c)—have 

higher capacity, which canbe extra than 7000 characters. For 

instance, the QR code—a widely used 2D barcode—can 

grip 7,089 numeric, 4,296alphanumeric, or 2,953 binary 

characters [4], assembly it a identicalgood high-capacity 

candidate for packing plain and encodedcontents alike. 

 
(a) Barcode (code 128) 
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(b) QR code                                  (c) QR code 

Fig. 3: 

Fig. 3. Three different barcodes encoding the 

statement ―Virtual reality‖. (a) is a linear barcode (code 

128), and (b) and (c) are matrix barcodes (of the QR code 

standard). While (b) encodes the plain text, (c) encodes an 

encrypted version using the AES-256 encryption algorithm 

in the cipher-block chaining (CBC) mode (note this last 

code requires a password for decryption). 

IV. KEYLOGGING-RESISTANT VISUAL AUTHENTICATION 

PROTOCOLS 

Weassessment the representations for algorithms used in our 

protocols as structure blocks. Our schemeemploys the 

following algorithms: 

1) Encrk (•): an encryption algorithm which takes a 

key k and a message M from set M and yields a 

cipher-text C in the set C. 

2) Decrk (•): a decryption algorithm which takes a 

ciphertext C in C and a key k, and yields a plain-

text (or message) M in the set M. 

3) Sign (•): a signature generation algorithm which 

takes a private key SK and a message M from the 

set M, and yields a signature σ. 

4) Verf (•): a signature verification algorithm which 

takes a public key PK and a signed message (M, σ), 

and yields valid or invalid. 

5) QREnc (•): a QR encoding algorithm which takes a 

string S in S and yields a QR code. 

6) QRDec (•): a QR decoding algorithm which takes a 

QR code and yields a string S in S. 

A. Authentication with Random Strings: 

In Cutting-edge,we present an authentication protocol with a 

one-time password (OTP). The subsequent protocol referred 

to as Protocol 1 depend on on a strong supposition; it marks 

use of aarbitrary string for authentication. 

The protocol works as follows: 

1) The user attaches to the server and sends her ID. 

2) The server drafts the ID to recover the user’s public 

key (P KID) from the database. The server then 

choices a fresh arbitrary string OT P and encodes it 

with the public key to find EOT P = EncrP KID 

(OT P). 

3) In the terminal, a QR code QREOT P is 

showedwarning the user to type in the string. 

4) The user decodes the QR code with EOT P = 

QRDec (QREOT P). Since the arbitrary string is 

encrypted with user’s public key (P KID), the user 

can deliver the OTP string only complete her 

smartphone by OTP = Decrk (EOT P) and type in 

the OTP in the terminal with a physical keyboard. 

5) The server authorizations the outcome and if it ties 

what the server has sent previous, the user is 

authenticated. 

Else, the user is denied. In this protocol, OTP is any mixture 

of alphabets or numbers whose length is 4 or more liable on 

the security level necessary. 

B. An Authentication Protocol with Password and 

Randomized: 

In the similar manner Onscreen Keyboard Our another 

protocol, which is mentioned to as Protocol 2, practices a 

password collective between the server and the user, and a 

randomized keyboard. A high-level event-driven code 

significant the protocol is shown in Figure 3. 

The protocol works as follows: 

1) The user attaches to the server and sends her ID. 

2) The server checks the acknowledged ID to recover the 

user’s public key (P KID) from the database. The 

server makes π, aarbitrary permutation of a keyboard 

arrangement, and encodes it with the public key to get 

EKBD = EncrPKID (π). Then, it converts the 

ciphertext with QR encoder to get QREKBD = QREnc 

(EkID (π)). The server directs the result with a blank 

keyboard. 

3) In the user’s terminal, a QR code (QREKBD) is 

showedcollected with a blank keyboard. Since the 

onscreen keyboard does not have any alphabet on it, 

the user cannot input her password. Now, the user 

performs her smartphone application which principal 

decodes the QR code by relating QRDec (QREKBD) 

to become the ciphertext (EKBD). The ciphertext is 

then decrypted by the smartphone application with the 

private key of the user to show the result (π = 

DecrSKID (EKBD)) on the smartphone’s screen. 

4) When the user sees the blank keyboard with the QR 

code through an application on the smartphone that has 

a private key, alphanumeric appear on the blank 

keyboard and the user can click the proper button for 

the password. The user types in her password on the 

terminal’s screen while seeing the keyboard layout 

through the smartphone. The terminal does not know 

what the password is but only knows which buttons are 

clicked. Identities of the buttons clicked by the user are 

sent to the server by the terminal. 

5) The server checks whether the password is correct or 

not by confirming if the correct buttons have been 

clicked. 

Mostly transactions are done through online only. 

But for time consuming and quick transaction we proposed 

offline transaction. In offline transaction user generate one 

file, inside that file user acc-no, transaction amount, and etc 

are available. Those details are prepared by user when they 

are in offline. When user entered into online, they just load 

this file into the applications for fund transaction. 
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V. RESULTS 

 
(A) QR Code Scanning (Before) 

 
(B) QR Code Scanning (After) 

 
(C) Keyboard on Terminal 

 
(D) Keyboard on Smart Phone 

 
E) Clicking Password on Blank Keyboard 

Fig. 4: 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we proposed and studied the use of user 

determined visualization to advance security and 

accessibility of authentication protocols. Furthermore, we 

have revealed two understandings of protocols that not only 

progress the user knowledge but also counterattack 

motivating attacks, such as the keylogger and malware 

attacks. Our protocols make use of modest technologies 

existing in most out-of-the-box smartphone devices. We 

advanced Android application of a prototype of our protocol 

and make evident its possibility and likely in practical-world 

arrangement and workingsurroundings for user 

authentication. Our work certainly opens the entrance for 

numerous other guidelines that we would like to examine as 

a future work. Firstly our plan is to gadget our protocol on 

the smart glasses such as the Google glass, and conduct the 

user study. Second, we plan to examine the design of other 

Protocolswith more rigorousconcert requirements using the 

identical tools provided in this work. 
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